Could Hasim Rahman Continue The Upset Parade, Beat Povetkin?
Written by Michael Woods
Wednesday, 26 September 2012 10:51

This year has been a fruitful one for fans of the upset, hasn't it? Not such a good year for Amir
Khan, or Victor Ortiz, but for those of us who cherish the sport when it lives up to its Theater of
the Unexpected tag, 2012 has thus far done us justice.

Might we get another dose of the underdog's delight on Saturday, when 39 year-old Hasim
Rahman gets a crack at Alexander Povetkin, the WBA heavyweight champion, in Hamburg, in a
bout to be screened on EPIX?

I asked Travis Pomposello, who runs boxing at the pay cabler, if he thought Rahman could
channel that energy that lifted him on April 22, 2001, to a KO5 win over Lennox Lewis, in South
Africa.

"I have a different opinion every day," Pomposello said. The exec lightly busted Rahman's XL
chops about his heft recently, and noted that he weighed 284 for his last fight (TKO6 win over
Galen Brown on June 11 in MIssissippi). The personable hitter quipped that he'd be "much
lighter" for the fight in Hamburg. "274 pounds," he said.

Pomposello wasn't overjoyed when Rahman looked sleepy at an August 16 Hamburg presser to
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hype this scrap, which was re-set from July 14, because Rahman hurt his right hand in training.
"But then this morning he was super motivated to win this fight," Pomposello said. "He was mad
at Povetkin, mad about his image not being on the poster, mad about trainer Eddie Mustafa
Muhammad not being allowed into the country. He was telling us that there has been no US
champion since him. So, this is what you get with Rahman. It's really an unknown. It is
entertaining. He told (reporter) Chris Mannix that he would knock out Povetkin...between rounds
one and twelve."

Pomposello noted that Povetkin (24-0 with 16 KOs; age 33; from Russia), who he termed a
"talented boxer," hasn't looked of a Hall of Fame caliber, like his new coach Kostya Tszyu, in
recent wins over Marco Huck, Cedric Boswell and Ruslan Chagaev. "Rahman has been on this
sort of stage, he's no stranger fighting for a world title, so that could mean something. But yes,
he his nearing the end of his career, no question.

"It's been unpredictable this year," Pomposello said. "You had Amir, and Pacquiao. Upsets have
been in the air. I think it's possible."

Pomposello said as of this minute, Rahman (50-7-2 with 41 KOs; from Maryland) didn't have a
replacement for Eddie Mustafa, but being an ultra-veteran, I'm of the mind that it doesn't so
much matter who is chief second on fight night. Rahman will either bring it, and show
something, or he won't.

He could have Teddy Atlas and Angelo Dundee in the corner, with Vince Lombardo holding the
spit bucket and chiming in with motivational chatter, and I don't think it would impact his effort all
that much. Yeah, stranger things have happened than Rahman landing a Hail Mary right and
stopping Povetkin. I think the chance is way slim, but even with a 5% chance, I will tune in,
because this is boxing, and you just never know.

Pomposello also told TSS he is indeed taking a look at Gennady Golovkin's December date as
a possibility for airing on EPIX, Mikkel Kessler's Dec. 8 date against Brian Magee, and also
wouldn't be adverse to seeing heavyweight Robert Helenius back on EPIX in the near future.

Comment on this article
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deepwater says:
could these two guys just knock each other out in the first round and spare us.
Radam G says:
WTF! What heavyweight title are they fighting for? The regular one? The double fudge bum
one? OMFG! Holla!
deepwater says:
its the championship of the double chins. this crew looks like it should be in a bad movie not the
boxing ring.
dino da vinci says:
Here's a guarantee I make you: Hasim Rahman is more intelligent than 100% of the world's
heavyweights, and yes that includes Bobby Czyz, and 101% of all boxing forum posters not
found here. Man is ridiculously brilliant, and talk to him for five minutes and you'll agree with me.
Me, I've spoken to him for six minutes, so I'm certain.
brownsugar says:
Wow Dino, you seem to find something good to say about everybody,... spoiled my disparraging
post. I suppose if there is something positive to say about Rahman,... you found it.
Buzz Murdock says:
Rahman has NO CHANCE that's why he got the fight with Povetkin.
the Roast says:
Hasim is what, 48 years old? Povetkin is a plodder, no one cares. The heavyweights are in
complete disarray. Wlad and Vit are getting older, who will step into the void?
gibola says:
Who cares? A heavyweight who should be long retired against a heavyweight who won't fight
any real contenders or anyone called Klitschko. I don't rate Povetkin but Rahman isn't even in
the top 25 heavyweights and he has no chance. I honestly think there are 4 British
heavyweights who could beat Povetkin in the next 12 months (Haye, Price, Fury and possibly
Chisora). Povetkin once had potential but he's wasted too much time. Huck would KO him in a
rematch.
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